Monday 1 February 2016

Watch the FANGs
US stocks jumped over the weekend, with the Dow up almost 400 points! This was some good news
among the gloom we’ve seen in recent times. Today I look overseas at four stocks with the acronym
FANG that are worth sinking your teeth into, but with a reminder to watch out for that Oz dollar. Also in
today’s Switzer Super Report, our growth and income portfolios outperformed the stock market in
January. Paul Rickard explains which sectors did well.
In Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say, Fortescue Metals Group is in brokers’ good books, while
Newcrest Mining copped a downgrade. And in this week’s Super Stock Selectors, Commonwealth
Bank made it to the likes list, while Slater & Gordon was among the disliked stocks.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Four foreign stocks worth sinking your teeth
into!
by Peter Switzer
I often get asked the question: what foreign stocks
should I invest in? And as I was tipping the Oz dollar
was going to fall for over a year, those who have
already got into overseas shares have gained, even if
you take into account recent falls on global stock
markets.
As a financial planner, I know the benefits of having a
diversified exposure to both local and foreign stock
markets. However, as a financial commentator I know
great foreign stock picking can be brought undone by
the currency.
When the Nasdaq was obliterated after the dotcom
bust, I eventually weighed into an ETF that tracked
the Nasdaq. Like clockwork, after the bottom was hit,
there was eventually a good comeback. However,
that damn Aussie dollar inexplicably tracked the
damn Nasdaq — I regularly said: “Damn it”, after my
astute index play was offset by lack of foresight
around the link between a hi-tech stock market index
and a commodity-based currency! To this day, I know
there is no link but that’s playing stocks for you.
Deep down, I distrust the Oz dollar and, right now, I
have my doubts. AMP Capital’s Shane Oliver thinks
the dollar could fall to 60 US cents, which would be a
potential 14% gain if that happened and your foreign
stock share price stayed still. However, what if our
dollar rises to 75 US cents? Then your stock has to
go up 7.1% to offset that rise.
If commodities actually start to recover this year, our
currency could go up. You need to factor that in when
you do your pros and cons of investing abroad.
That’s my warning! Now comes my inside
information from a very successful foreign fund
manager, who I dined with in early December in
London. He maintains that there are four foreign
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companies that will dominate their industries and
wherever they play, whoever is not the biggest will
get drilled. The four companies go under the acronym
of FANG!
F stands for Facebook, which reported brilliantly last
week. A is for Amazon, which my fund manager mate
says has total retail domination in its sights. N stands
for Netflix, which has taken Australia by storm and
has the rest of the world ahead of it. Then there’s G
for the website address most of us go to daily —
Google.
When I first advanced this theory with Paul Rickard,
he wisely pointed to Apple and how it had dominated
and then recently has gone off the boil. This chart
shows Paul’s argument:
Apple Inc (AAPL)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 1 February 2016
Apple has had to endure the loss of Steve Jobs and
the increased competition from Samsung Galaxy.
While it is market leader, with lots of ground made up
in China, it doesn’t dominate like the FANG team.
The Facebook chart shows you how out of touch the
market is, with the success of this company with the
spike it enjoyed last week, underlining how spot on
my fund manager mate was.
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Facebook Inc (FB)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 1 February 2016
Amazon has copped it lately but its share price
movement is similar to the charts above. Have a look
here:

driverless cars and drones. Unfortunately, nearly
every smart tech-guy I know says they’re all coming
and they’ll be huge! This is what Richard Nieva of
cnet.co says: “Google is one of the most ambitious
companies in the world. The tech it puts its
brainpower behind can change industries, as was the
case when Google announced it was working on
self-driving cars in 2010. Automakers in Detroit
initially scoffed. Now every major car company has an
autonomous-driving initiative. That’s what Google
does to complacent industries: It charges at them,
even if quietly, with a hockey stick.”
Alphabet Inc (GOOG)

Amazon (AMZN)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 1 February 2016

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 1 February 2016
Some commentators think it could go lower after
increasing its record revenue but the company
reported $1 per share when analysts had expected
the company to exceed $1.50 per share. But my fund
manager mate thinks this company is into competition
extermination rather than profit making in the
short-term.
Amazon amazes me. Anyone needing to be
impressed should read the article Is Logistics About
To Get Amazon’ed. My fund manager mate explained
how, in the UK, people buy their fridges from
Amazon, so it looks like Australia is yet to be fully
Amazon’ed! And what about Google, or Alphabet, as
it’s now called on US stock markets? Well, the chart
looks very much like the other three and when you
think about this company, it is, like the others,
changing the world, as we know it. Need proof? Think
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These companies remind me of companies such as
Ramsay Health Care – you never want to buy them
because their P/Es are off the planet and you think
you’ve missed the boat, but their ships are always
coming in with better returns. These are the
companies of the future, but they’re killing it now in
terms of revenue. And they’re killing their competition
along the way. I like the idea of an equal weighting
with these companies and I wished I’d dined with my
fund manager mate say two years ago, when the
share prices were lower and the dollar was higher.
However, I think these are keepers and worth buying
when there are dips and even crashes!
With FANG, you are sinking your teeth into
exceptional companies.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Portfolios outperform in January
by Paul Rickard
Outperformance relative to the index is interesting but
when the whole market falls by 5.5%, it’s not really
something to shout from the rafters. In this our first
review for the year, we look at how our portfolios
performed in January.
The purpose of these portfolios is to demonstrate an
approach to portfolio construction. As the rule sets
applied are of critical importance, we have also
provided a quick recap on these.
Portfolio recap
In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’ and
‘Growth-oriented Portfolio’ (see here and here).
To construct the income portfolio, the processes we
applied included:
we used a ‘top down approach’ looking at
the industry sectors;
so that we are not overly exposed to a market
move, we have determined that in the major
sectors (financials and materials), our sector
biases will not be more than 33% away from
index;
we require 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), and have set a minimum
stock investment of $3,000;
we confined our stock universe to the ASX
150;
we have avoided stocks from industries where
there is a high level of exogenous risk, such
as airlines;
for the income portfolio, we prioritised stocks
that pay fully franked dividends and have a
strong earnings track record; and
within a sector, the stocks are broadly
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weighted to their respective index weight,
although there are some biases.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a different
approach in that it introduces biases that favour the
sectors that we judge to have the best medium-term
growth prospects. Critically, it also confines the stock
universe to the ASX 150 (there are many great
growth companies outside the top 150).
Overlaying these processes are our predominant
investment themes for 2016, which we expect to be:
Continued low interest rates (yield sectors will
continue to perform);
The US Fed will be very cautious about
further US interest rate rises;
AUD at around 0.70 US cents, but with risk of
breaking down;
Commodity prices remaining weak;
A positive lead (or at least not a negative
lead) from the US markets; and
Growth running below trend in Australia.
Performance
The income-oriented portfolio to 29 January is down
by 3.13% and the growth-oriented portfolio is down by
4.81% (see tables at the end). Compared to the
benchmark S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (which
adds back income from dividends), the income
portfolio has outperformed the index by 2.3% and the
growth-oriented portfolio has outperformed by 0.7%.
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Defensive sectors perform best in January
While most ASX sectors finished in the red in
January, defensive sectors such as property trusts
and utilities finished with small gains. Largely on the
back of a small increase in the price of Telstra, the
telecommunications sector added 0.7%.
With oil and commodity prices under pressure,
particularly in the early part of the month, the energy
sector lost 6.2% while the materials sector shed
9.5%. The largest sector by market capitalisation,
financials, which makes up 40.5% of the index, lost
9.0% in January. Some of this loss may have been in
response to the very steep run up in the price of bank
stocks that occurred in the last two weeks of
December.

In a bull market, we expect that the income-biased
portfolio will underperform relative to the standard
S&P/ASX200 price index due to the underweight
position in the more growth-oriented sectors and the
stock selection being more defensive. Conversely in a
bear market, it should moderately outperform
Our income-biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 29
January 2016) is as follows:

Click here to download an Excel version
Growth portfolio
Income portfolio
The income portfolio is underweight materials stocks
and marginally overweight financial stocks.
Otherwise, the sector biases are relatively small.
The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.26% in 2016, franked to 84.2%. The inclusion of
Dexus and Sydney Airport, while adding to the
defensive qualities of the portfolio, drags down the
franking percentage.
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The growth portfolio is marginally overweight the
sectors that will benefit from increased consumer
consumption or a lower AUD; marginally underweight
or index-weight the yield sectors (financials, utilities,
telecommunications and consumer staples); and
underweight the commodity-exposed sectors
(materials and energy). Despite healthcare being the
best performing sector over the last three years, we
have elected to maintain an overweight position, as
the demographic factors are so strong. Recognising
that a number of the healthcare stocks are very
pricey, we have selected stocks that should benefit
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from a lower Australian dollar.
In regards to the performance of some of the stocks
in January, JB Hi-Fi benefitted from the demise of
Dick Smith, while BT Investment Management (and
its peer fund managers) came under pressure as
global equities slumped. Macquarie also got caught
up in this sentiment, and lost 13.5% in January. At
this stage, we don’t propose to exit these positions.
Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 29
January 2016) is as follows:

Click here to download an Excel version
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Healthy prospects for Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare
by Roger Montgomery
As the global commodity rout continues, investors are
searching for sectors that can provide safe haven for
their capital. Many are seeking exposure to the
anticipated growth benefits of an ageing population,
which has caused some healthcare stocks to trade at
levels that are difficult to justify. Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare (ASX: FPH) is one such company, whose
NZ$8.50 share price is factoring in considerable
earnings growth, but such is its prospects we feel the
company may present reasonable value.
Based in New Zealand, Fisher & Paykel Healthcare is
the market leader in the humidification of gases for
patients requiring respiratory support. Humidification
is particularly critical for patients requiring invasive
ventilation, as the gases directly enter their lungs,
bypassing the body’s natural respiratory system.
Historically, ventilator manufacturers provided their
own humidification devices with their machines, yet
the wide variety of patient needs made the
standardisation of care difficult. With an exclusive
focus on humidification, Fisher & Paykel Healthcare
developed a device that was superior at delivering
gases at optimal humidity. As Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare’s device was embraced by hospitals, the
ventilator manufacturers opted to partner with them
rather than directly compete.
Over time, Fisher & Paykel Healthcare became the
dominant humidifier in hospitals, providing a highly
recurring revenue stream from the sale of
consumables. Their business model is similar to the
printing industry, where printers are sold on low
margins to secure ongoing demand for high-margin
ink cartridges. One humidifier typically treats 30
patients per year, and each unique use requires a
new tube, water chamber and interface.
The recurring consumables model has provided
Fisher & Paykel Healthcare with consistent revenue
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growth, but its dominance was constrained to the
invasive ventilation market. Less critical patients that
could breathe unassisted were typically treated with
traditional oxygen therapy, which involved lower
airflow and sub-optimal humidity. Lower
sophistication also meant higher competition.
Yet clinical research is demonstrating the benefit of
optimal humidity in lower acuity care, which is
opening up a whole new market to the company.
Patients that receive optimal humidification are
showing higher tolerance to treatment, which is highly
appealing for hospitals that are under pressure to
reduce costs and improve recovery times.
Fisher & Paykel Healthcare estimates that for every
invasive patient it treats, there are between three to
five additional patients who could benefit from
humidified oxygen therapy. The company is already
entrenched in the hospital network, placing the sales
force directly in front of the clinicians, who determine
the administration of care. What’s more, the
technological overlap across invasive ventilation and
oxygen therapy means Fisher & Paykel Healthcare
can market a range of oxygen therapy devices that
are already proven in high-acuity care.
Management identified the strong potential in oxygen
therapy many years ago when it built its first offshore
manufacturing facility in Mexico. Such was the
demand for its oxygen therapy products that
management accelerated the expansion of the plant,
and Mexico is now expected to produce half of the
company’s consumables in the coming years.
Respiratory and Acute Care accounts for just over
half of Fisher & Paykel Healthcare’s revenue. The
company also sells devices that treat Obstructive
Sleep Apnea (OSA), a condition that causes the
airway to temporarily close during sleep and is linked
to chronic diseases.
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Fisher & Paykel Healthcare has leveraged its
intellectual property in respiratory care to develop a
highly successful mask range for sleep apnea
sufferers. Its masks are gaining share against the two
largest players in the market, Resmed (ASX: RMD)
and Respironics. The Montgomery funds are invested
in Resmed, as we consider its new flow generator is
superior to the competition, and while Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare plans to launch a new machine,
management has recognised it’s in the company’s
best interests to focus on consumables across both
divisions.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The strategic focus on consumables, combined with
the decision to shift production to lower cost
environments and a weaker New Zealand dollar, is
having a very positive effect on the company’s
earnings. In the past four years, gross profit margins
have expanded from 54.9% to 63.3%, and
management expects margins to expand by 1% to
2% per annum in the coming years. With modest debt
and strong cash flows, we believe Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare is one of the highest quality companies on
the Australian and New Zealand stock exchanges.
Such is the strength of the company’s research
pipeline that management intends to release a new
product across all patient groups in the coming 18
months. While oxygen therapy could provide strong
growth for many years to come, management is
already planning for the next horizon of growth by
proving the benefit of humidification in new medical
disciplines. Provided that management continues to
execute successfully on their strategy, Fisher &
Paykel Healthcare may justify, and even exceed, the
growth implied by its current share price.
Fisher & Paykel Healthcare (FPH)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 1 February 2016
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
It seems like the world is upside down. Australian
equities start recovering from an exceptionally weak
opening to the new calendar year, and stockbroking
analysts start issuing a flood of recommendation
downgrades for individually listed stocks.
Last week, FN Arena registered no less than 23
downgrades against a meagre 8 upgrades.
Reporting season formally starts this week, with
Tabcorp and Downer EDI being amongst the first to
report on Thursday.
Expectations short term are low, but are they still too
high 12 months out?
In the good books
FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LTD (FMG)
Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Credit
Suisse B/H/S: 3/4/1
Credit Suisse is impressed with the cost control
witnessed in the December quarter. Capex is lower
than expected, with the company now targeting
US$250m for FY16.
The broker has revised up FY16 and FY17 earnings
estimates by 6.0% and 7.0% respectively. Credit
Suisse remains cautious regarding second half 2016
pricing but envisages the risk is to the upside in the
near term as China’s construction season gets
underway.
Rating is upgraded to Outperform from Neutral.
Target is $2.00.
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ROYAL WOLF HOLDINGS LIMITED (RWH)
Upgrade to Buy from Hold by Deutsche Bank
B/H/S: 2/2/0
Factoring in the recent earnings warning on a weaker
operating environment and a major client entering
voluntary administration, Deutsche Bank now expects
FY16 earnings of $18.6m, 26% below its previous
estimates. The target falls to $1.70 from $2.70 and
the rating is upgraded to Buy from Hold, given the
upside to the current price.
SANDFIRE RESOURCES NL (SFR) Upgrade to
Neutral from Underweight by JP Morgan B/H/S:
3/5/0
The analysts saw a strong performance in the
December quarter. They note the maiden resource
release for Monty has the potential to surprise in a
positive manner, but investors might have already
priced this in, is the analysts’ view. They highlight
Sandfire is heading into a net cash position, but
commodity prices remain weak. $4.75 target retained.
Estimates have been lowered.
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TEN NETWORK HOLDINGS LIMITED (TEN)
Upgrade to Neutral from Underperform by
Macquarie B/H/S: 1/4/2
The latest data show the metro TV market is in
modest decline and regional is slipping away,
Macquarie notes. The Big Bash is helping Ten
Network to a solid ratings resurgence at the expense
of Seven West Media and Nine Entertainment. Seven
has the Rio Olympics to look forward to while Nine’s
cricket offering this season has been
weak. Macquarie has upgraded Ten to Neutral and
lifted its target to $1.55.
WESTFIELD CORPORATION (WFD) Upgrade to
Outperform from Underperform by Credit Suisse
B/H/S: 5/1/0

AWE will sell its 10% stake in Sugarloaf for
US$190m. Credit Suisse observes that just nine
months ago Sugarloaf was considered a core asset.
That was until the oil price fell sharply.
The speed at which the sale was undertaken is of
some concern to the broker, making it hard to
forecast out through the cycle.
The broker believed the stock was oversold but now
questions where the next leg of upside will come
from. Rating is downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform.
Target is reduced to 60c from 95c.

Credit Suisse considers the process of refining the
portfolio is largely behind the company. From
FY16-20 the broker expects Westfield to deliver the
highest rate of operational cash flow growth of any
A-REIT, driven by the significant ramp up in
development completions. Westfield currently has
$3.8bn in major products under construction.
Rating is upgraded to Outperform from Underperform.
Target is raised to $10.93 from $9.47.
In the not-so-good books
ALS LIMITED (ALQ) Downgrade to Sell from Hold
by Deutsche Bank B/H/S: 0/3/4
The company achieved the lower end of guidance in
the December quarter but the composition of
earnings is a cause for concern at Deutsche
Bank. Geochemistry sample volume growth has
turned negative for the first time in 12 months and the
energy division is loss making.
This has more than offset the better-than-expected
revenues in the life sciences and industrial divisions.
The broker downgrades to Sell from Hold. Target is
reduced to $2.93 from $3.78.
AWE LIMITED (AWE) Downgrade to Neutral from
Outperform by Credit Suisse B/H/S: 3/3/0
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AURIZON HOLDINGS LIMITED (AZJ) Downgrade
to Hold from Buy by Deutsche Bank B/H/S: 2/6/0

is lifted to $11.90 from $11.70 but the rating is
downgraded to Sell from Hold based on valuation.

Deutsche Bank has downgraded coal and iron ore
volume forecasts as the latest trading update
highlighted uncertain demand. With first half
underlying earnings now expected to be $403m and
valuation reduced, the broker downgrades to Hold
from Buy. Target falls to $4.15 from $5.70.

NORTHERN STAR RESOURCES LTD (NST)
Downgrade to Sell from Hold by Deutsche Bank
and Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie B/H/S: 0/2/1

MAGELLAN FINANCIAL GROUP LIMITED (MFG)
Downgrade to Underweight from Equal-weight by
Morgan Stanley B/H/S: 1/0/1

The December quarter was strong and the company
has increased its cash position to $211m at the end
of the half year. Despite a healthy balance sheet and
cash-generating assets with no debt, Deutsche Bank
believes the share price is running too hot.

Morgan Stanley downgrades to Underweight from
Equal-weight, reflecting a less positive bias versus
the sector. The broker also has issues with a
stretched valuation and considers the bull case is
priced into the stock.

Following a 30% rally over the last two weeks, the
broker downgrades to Sell from Hold on valuation.
Target is $2.50. Northern Star had pre-released its
Dec Q numbers, so no surprises in a solid official
report.

The company also lacks diversity and has less
flexibility on costs versus its peers, In-Line view
retained. Target is reduced to $18.50 from $21.50.

Production and costs were largely in line with
Macquarie’s expectation but cash generation came
in slightly better.

MACQUARIE GROUP LIMITED (MQG) Downgrade
to Equal-weight from Overweight by Morgan
Stanley B/H/S: 3/3/0

The stock has rallied 24% year to date, while the A$
gold price has remained flat, and is sitting 6% above
the broker’s valuation. Hence a downgrade to
Neutral. Target unchanged at $3.10.

Morgan Stanley suspects headwinds are emerging in
four of the operating divisions emanating from a
weaker outlook for investment markets. The broker
suspects the earnings upgrade cycle is coming to an
end and risk of de-rating has increased.
The broker adds that there are no major concerns
about the business or the balance sheet. Rating is
downgraded to Equal-weight from Overweight.
In-Line sector view retained. Target is reduced to
$76.50 from $93.00.
NEWCREST MINING LIMITED (NCM) Downgrade
to Sell from Hold by Deutsche Bank B/H/S: 0/4/4
The December quarter production report impressed
Deutsche Bank, with a standout performance at Lihir
and a rapid recovery at Cadia. The broker is
concerned about the sustainability of the
performance, particularly water availability at Lihir.

PLATINUM ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED (PTM)
Downgrade to Equal-weight from Overweight by
Morgan Stanley B/H/S: 0/2/1
Morgan Stanley envisages lower near-term growth
with diminishing uplift from distribution and a more
mature retail mix, as well as lower inflows. Still, the
broker believes the downside risks are modest and
valuation multiples reasonable.
Morgan Stanley downgrades to Equal-weight from
Overweight. Target is lowered to $6.90 from $8.30.
In-Line sector view retained.
Earnings Forecasts

FY16 production forecasts are raised by 3.0%. Target
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Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Super Stock Selectors – CBA and Platinum
Asset Management
by Staff Reporter
This week, Elio D’Amato of Lincoln Indicators likes
Australian telecommunications retailer and leading
channel partner to Telstra, Vita Group (VTG). “[Vita
Group] operates 100 of Telstra’s 365 retail stores
and 21 Telstra Business Centres. It sells a range of
products and services on to Telstra’s network.”

Law firm Slater and Gordon (SGH) is in the bad
books for Michael McCarthy, with no clarity on the
company’s valuation. “Despite a share price
slashing from above $8 to below $1, there is no clarity
around company earnings, and therefore valuation,”
he says.

“Vita Group Management has demonstrated a track
record of strong performance via the execution of the
strategic shift from company branded stores to the
Telstra branded format, with significantly improved
revenue and profitability generation across this
segment of the business,” D’Amato says. He will be
looking out for Vita Group’s management to deliver
on a track record of revenue and earnings growth in
the telco sector, and expects a successful closure of
their NextByte brand to improve overall business
profitability.
Also in the likes list this week is listed investment
fund, Platinum Asset Management (PTM). Michael
McCarthy from CMC Markets says a pullback in
prices puts this company on the radar. “In my view,
this is a well-managed firm that is likely to continue to
command a P/E premium.’’
Our resident technical expert, Gary Stone, says
media intelligence company, ISentia Group (ISD), has
strongly bounced off a support and resistance zone
between $4.20 and $4.30. “Technically, it looks like
it’s attempting a new high and heading towards the
$5.20 level from its current price of $4.60.”
Raymond Chan likes the Commonwealth Bank, which
will announce its results for the half year to 31
December 2015 on Wednesday 10 February. But he
is still concerned about Fortescue Metals Group’s
(FMG) debt profile. The company has featured
consistently on Chan’s dislikes list for over six
months.
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Our Super Stock Selectors is a survey of prominent
analysts, brokers and fund managers. Each week we
ask them to name a stock they like, and one they
don’t like. We purposely ask for ‘likes’ and
‘dislikes’ instead of recommendations, so it provides
an idea of what the market is looking at, rather than
firm buys or sells.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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